DIRECTORY LISTING
The Offsite Hub hosts the most comprehensive directory of offsite suppliers in the UK. If you want to enhance your company profile you can upgrade your basic listing to an editable package.

NB: The Offsite Hub contains a dynamic search function which scans through directory listings, newsroom items and projects, enabling users to address specific requirements in an efficient and effective way.

Premium packages available when purchasing several items within our offsite portfolio.

£325 PER YEAR

NEWSROOM FEATURE
We can upload your News/Press Releases to our Newsrooms, which is the most visited area of the website and is a great way of promoting your products and services.

* At Editors discretion and subject to space availability.

£125 PER ITEM
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WEB BANNER
Banner ads are still powerful tools for building brand recognition and promoting your products. Your banner will feature on relevant pages of the Hub website and referral traffic can be easily tracked.

- Animated GIF
- Three frames recommended
- Horizontal option 740px wide x 130px tall
- Vertical option 180px wide x 300px tall

£150 PER MONTH

OFFSITE VIDEO VAULT
Video marketing is one of the most effective ways of boosting the efficiency and effectiveness of your brand, if you want to include your corporate videos, project time lapse or product test videos in the Offsite Hub Video Vault, send us your video now.

- Video to be hosted on YouTube
- You would need to provide embed code
- No limitation on video length. Video upload subject to meeting required quality standards)

£150 PER YEAR

TRAINING & CPD LISTING
The Offsite Hub has an objective to accurately inform and the training and CPD section on the website is broken down into different technologies allowing visitors to the site to access the relevant training providers. Listing your CPD and training courses within this section of the Hub, is an excellent business development opportunity for your company.

- Company logo
- Course/CPD title
- Full description of course
- Contact info for further information
- CPD presentations should be third-party accredited

£150 PER YEAR
JOBS BOARD
With over 5,000 unique visitors to the Hub website per month, this is a fantastic platform for you to grow your team! You can list your current vacancies on the Offsite Hub Jobs Board which appeals to a dedicated audience of offsite professionals.

- Job Title
- Full Job Description
- Salary Bracket
- Job Location
- Contact info for further information

£95 PER MONTH

EMAIL MARKETING
Offsite Hub users and Offsite Magazine readers can subscribe FOC to monthly electronic newsletters providing an ideal platform for you to keep key specifiers updated on company news and your product developments. Each broadcast goes to our full circulation of approximately 68,000 people in the industry.

PRODUCT E-BULLETINS
Our monthly Product E-Bulletin is an ideal platform for you to keep architects and key specifiers updated on your product developments. Each newsletter features up to eight products/companies and can cover a multitude of offsite technologies and component suppliers.

Editorial Section:
- 80 word product description
- One product image
- Full feature (up to 500 words) displayed on Offsite Hub
- Weblink for further information
- Potential to feature in Offsite Magazine at Editors discretion and subject to space availability

Static Advertising Banner:
- Static JPEG
- Horizontal banner 640px wide x 140px tall
- Weblink for further information

£150 PER ITEM

INDUSTRY E-NEWS
The monthly Industry E-News keeps readers up to speed with the latest developments in the offsite sector. The contents of this email is impartial and stories are selected by our Editor to ensure quality remains consistent. There is an opportunity for you to advertise your systems with a banner advertisement in one of the three prominent locations within the HTML email.

Static Advertising Banners:
- Static JPEG
- Skyscraper option 150px wide x 500px tall
- Button option 150px wide x 150px tall
- Horizontal option 640px wide x 140px tall
- Weblink for further information

£150 PER ITEM
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OTHER OFFSITE CONSTRUCTION PLATFORMS:

**OFFSITE MAGAZINE**
Bi-monthly publication dedicated to the offsite construction and manufacturing arena.
[www.offsitemapazine.co.uk](http://www.offsitemapazine.co.uk)

**INSIDE OFFSITE**
A series of factory tours focusing on manufacturing facilities of leading suppliers of offsite technologies.
[www.insideoffsite.co.uk](http://www.insideoffsite.co.uk)

**OFFSITE AWARDS**
Celebrating the best in precision building design and delivery - 15 categories to enter/sponsor.
[www.offsiteawards.co.uk](http://www.offsiteawards.co.uk)

**EXPLORE OFFSITE**
A series of conferences and exhibitions focusing on the latest developments in offsite technology across a range of sectors.
[www.explorefoffsite.co.uk](http://www.explorefoffsite.co.uk)

For more information or to book a package, please contact: Julie Richards
Email: julie.richards@radar-communications.co.uk
Tel: 01743 290042  Mob: 07811 219885

[www.offsitehub.co.uk](http://www.offsitehub.co.uk)